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Broader aspects, and grand 
challenges of the slowdown/glass 

transition problem 

Austen Angell, 
Chemistry Dept. 
Arizona State University 

Based on work done in collaboration with Dmitry Matyushov,
 Vitaliy Kapko, Valeria Molinero, Srikanth Sastry, and many
 others. 



Anderson 

Science 1995 
“The deepest and most interesting unsolved problem 
in solid state theory is probably the theory of the nature
 of glass and the glass transition. This could be the next
 breakthrough in the coming decade.” 

P. W. Andersen (Nobel Laureate Physics 1977) 

  ************************ 

1995 + 10 =  ….. Nope, it is still going….. Good problem 
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The GLASS transition 
where the system gets “stuck”, “degrees of freedom” drop out,
 heat capacity changes 

H 

T 
dH/dT 

 = Cp 
The “drop” or
 “jump” in heat
 capacity at Tg 

glass 

liquid the “molecules” vs the “system” 

? 

Potential energy “landscape” 



The crystal..is there always a 
crystal waiting at lower free energy? 
Or are there such systems as “ideal glassformers” that can
         never crystallize ?? 

e.g.  
•   polydisperse hard  
 sphere mixtures? 

•   atactic polymers?  

•   specially shaped
 objects 

The hard ellipsoid
 problem: Donev et al PRL 



Outline for talk 
A. BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMS, and SYSTEMS 

  The glass transition for liquids- non-trivial thermodynamics 
       The energy landscape - and the rush to the top in some -Why the rush? 
             (fragile vs strong behavior) 
  Non-liquid cases      GC1 

DYNAMICS: fragile vs strong liquids 
Decoupling, relaxation and heterogeneity  
help from Cp and non-liquid systems      GC2(a&b) 

C. LIQUID-LIQUID TRANSITIONS   (visible and hidden) -  
   Water and silicon and cerium    GC3 
   Ediger phases  a  NEW PARADIGM?  

   Or Ostwald crystallization  
D. Need for “IDEAL GLASSFORMERS” (systems that can’t crystallize) 
       the concept, and evaluation by lab studies GC4 



Einstein observation 

“ If you would understand a phenomenon, but are allowed
 only a single type of measurement to study it, choose the
 heat capacity” 

Here we apply this insight to….. 



Heat capacities of different 
glassforming liquids 

Chen and Turnbull
 first metallic glass 

From Science,
 1995, special issue
 on amorphous
 materials, (CAA) 

Data can used to
 generate a family,
 by introducing the
 integral, S(excess) 



Tg-scaled rate of entropy increase as T > Tg 

Sex = Sliq - Scrystal 

S 

S = ∫Cp/TdT 

T 

∆Sf 

Tg 

crystal 

liq 

Rushing to the ToL 
Sc (ToL) ~ RlnW (per
 mole  of excitable units) 

 W ~eN 

So  Sc(ToL) ~ R (pmeu) 

TK 

eαN 

Sresid 



Excitable units, or “beads” concept 



Broad sweep phenomenology 

Dynamics (viscosity Thermodynamics (entropy) BUT
 ALSO 

Different rates of viscosity increase Ditto for config. entropy 



Thermodynamic fragility of the 
same liquids 

So fragility only correlated with
 large ∆Cp, if ∆Sf is normal 



Packing, or configuration, coordinate 

Potential
 energy 

crystal 

Ideal glass 

Unjammed molecule 

Jammed, but
 only just
…so “ToL” 

Improbable

configuration 

E 

S 

Gaussian DOS 

there are… BILLIONS OF GLASSES,  
 of different packing energies,  jammed 

“ENERGY LANDSCAPE” 

Inherent structures 



Grand CHALLENGE No. 1 
Understanding the drive to the ToL (what excites
 some liquids more urgently than others?) 

Is it to be found in the configurational manifold
 (CDoS) or the vibrational manifold (VDoS) ?? 

fragile 

Vibrational excess heat capacity here 



It’s there for colloids also where 
there is no “energy” landscape, 
and concentration replaces T 

CAA and Kazu Ueno, Nature N&V on colloid letter by Weitz group
 (Mattson et al Nature Nov. 2009) 

(based on work by Herbst et al) 



Iguazu 
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BACK to details (into the trenches) 

A look at the heat capacity function for slow dynamical
 (ergodicity breaking) systems, including non-liquid ones
 (some of which we understand already, more or less) 



Heat capacity of 1 pentene, and the excess 
heat capacity behavior 

Glasses prepared by
 both liquid and vapor
 deposition routes 

Takeda et al (Osaka) 

Tg 

∆Cp 

vibrational 

some “secondary”
 J-G excitation 



And silica also 

Tiny bit wet,
 means some
 broken  

Si-O-Si bonds 

Horbach, Kob and Binder simulation    
 “bone-dry”             (nothing in the lab
 so dry as a simulation with no water) 

Tg 
(sim) 

(exp) vibrational 



Extended study of BeF2 by 
Peter Poole and co-workers 



Insights from glass transition where 
background heat capacity in known 

The kinetic arrest of
 ordering in a system with
 classical lambda
 transition heat capacity.
 The form is
 understood..There is no
 Kauzmann paradox here. 

Effects of quenching
 followed by slow
 reheating are
 qualitatively as for 
 normal glasses. 

Co-Fe alloy I:I, 
Sato 1943 



The Co:Fe system 
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Turnbull lecture, 2006  (MRS Bulletin, May 2008) 

Water as Rosetta stone 



Condensed phase behavior. Near -critical phen-
omena in BeF2, and the real thing - in a crystal 

BeF2 What’s this ? It’s a crystal !! 



The density maximum via the isochore, and 
“potential tuning” exercise with the “softness” 

low 

Mahin Hemmati in Iran on a lap-top,
 starting a few weeks ago: Potential tuning in
 search of an accessible phase transiton 

Peter Poole and group
 five years ago with a
 building full of computers 

Density
 = 1.96 



Effect of scan rate on glass 
transition of Co-Fe alloy 

 



Another 
glass 

transition at 
the foot of a 

lambda 
transition 



Dielectrics 
S&F with 

buckeyballs, 
relaxation is 
“strong”, like 

SiO2 

C60 92 16 0.06 



And here, finally, is a liquid doing 
the same thing - Jagla model 

L. Xu et al. JCP 2009 

Tc,2 at 0.24  

And supercooled liquid
 cerium will show it,
 since crystal Ce does 

  Lipp et al  
PRL’08 



Cerium by simulation 

(Work of
 Cheng
 He) 

Lipp et al PRL 2008 .. Diamond cell 



Grand CHALLENGE No. 2 

Understanding the statistical thermodynamic relation
 between conventional lambda transitions, ergodicity
 breaking within lambda transitions, and simple
 ergodicity-breaking transitions (liquid state Tg’s) 



Puerto Escondido, Oaxaca, Mexico 

Swim, lounge, fruit plates
 and shrimp salad cilantro 

Surf,
 surf,
 surf 
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Extending the concept 

How many other phenomena should merit the description
 “glass transition”? 



from Brand 
Lunkenheimer 
and Loidl 

Rotator 
Glass, 
P

2
S

3
 



Enthalpy 
relaxation times 

Dielectric 
relaxation times 

Work of Oguni and co-workers: adiabatic calorimetry 
enthalpy relaxation and dielectric relaxation in combination 



Plastic 
crystal 

relaxation 
time 

master 
plot 

100s 



Plastic 
crystal 

relaxation 
time 

master 
plot, 

crossover 
due to Tg 

100s 
The top right
 hand
 corner, at
 the glass
 transition 

Now flip it
 over,
 vertically, to 
 see what the
 diffusivity (or
 conductivity)
 would do 

100s 



IONIC CONDUCTIVITY  
IN KI CRYSTAl,  

“Tg”  !!! 

But at 10-9 Scm-1, 
not the usual 10-15

,

 because defect
 equilibration is so
 slow, depending
 on diffusion in from
 the crystal surface 

IONIC CONDUCTIVITY  
IN KI CRYSTAl,  

In the domain of defect 
concentration freeze-in 



Calorimetric 
glass 

transition due 
to mobile ion 
slow-down in 
a superionic 

glass (work of 
Hanaya and 

Oguni) 

HEAT CAPACITY 



Comparisons 
The mobile ion glass transition is very small, even smaller
 than the controversial glass transition for water - but not
 much smaller 



Big picture, with glassy water added 

TLL 

A rationalization of the tiny, difficult-to-detect, glass transition of
 hyperquenched, vapor-deposited, or pressure-amorphized H2O 

no-man’s land 

FS ∆S=4.3J/mK) 



Grand CHALLENGE No. 2b 

Understanding the statistical thermodynamic relation
 between ALL these other ergodicity-breaking
 transitions and the liquid state phenomenon 



Snapper rocks, Coolangatta, Qld. 
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Let’s go back to the familiar 
case 



Broad sweep phenomenology 

Dynamics (viscosity Thermodynamics (entropy) BUT
 ALSO 

Different rates of viscosity increase Ditto for config. entropy 



Diffusivity-viscosity decoupling 

 

Tc = 290K 

Data from
 NMR at
 high
 temps and
 from
 Ediger
 technique
 at low 
temps 

Note break-down
 of S-E relation
 starting just
 around Tc, and
 at end of MD
 accessible range 

Tb 
Tα-β

S-E 

If D decouples
 so will ionic
 conductivity 



Breakdown is correlated with onset of heterogeneity 
(once thought to be purely dynamic, now recognized as 

structure/energetic in origin) 
(From Cicerone and EdigerJCP ‘95 

Di-isobutyl phtallate 

Dielectric 
relaxation 
Richert, 
Ollsen, 

No
n
-exp 

exp 

Non-exp 

Ø(t) = exp(t/τ)β 

Dielec & mech 
Pakula 

VFT 
fit 



Decoupling of diffusivity from viscosity 
in the vicinity of a phase transition 

This is for  a binary
 system ZnCl2 + KCl,
 but the words used
 by Onsager in 1945
 to predict this effect
 apply equally well for
 single components
 subect to growing
 density fluctuations. 

A small excess of temperature coefficient for viscosity over that
 for conductivity has been characteristic of all ionic liquids, but
 only a few %, not 40% as in this case near 75% ZnCl2 



For the binary liquid it is a chemically-driven 
transition to two liquids of different composition:  

For pure liquids, what phase transition could it 
be?? 



To understand where the growing 
fluctuations might be coming from, 
go back to heat capacity (Einstein) 



Einstein observation 

“ If you would understand a phenomenon, but are allowed
 only a single type of measurement, choose the heat
 capacity” 



Fitting the  the thermodynamic fragility pattern - (answers are 
easier to find for thermodynamics, than for dynamics) 

Sex 

T 

Very simple
 “excitations” 
model 

h*, 
s* 

Random mixing  

experiment,
 calculation  
extrapolation 

Seems to
 do a great
 job on
 entropy -
 (except no TK) 

TK 
This suggests TK is artifact of extrap - but WAIT a minute  

Looks
 good,.. but 

GS 

ES 



Closer look: Two state thermodynamics doesn’t work (no maxm) 

CTM &
 CAA 

2 state 
model 

These are  the maxima predicted by all the
 “trivial” (2-state model) thermo accounts of excitation 



Attempting 
to fix the 
problem 

1972 
(ad hoc) 



Dmitry Matyushov: the IG model 

Tg 

provides a surprising answer to this problem 

1st order
 transitions!! 



Excitation profiles with and without 
phase transitions 

From Sastry
 et al (Nature
 ‘98 

From Matyushov
 & CAA), JCP
 2005 

TK TK calc from fit to Sastryet al, agrees
 with Parisi et al (thermo integration) 



Heat capacity relations - TPP 

normal 

“glacial” 

Heat capacity
 relations for the
 two liquids 

Measurements by Oguni lab.(TIT) 



TLL 
3 5/2 

Liquid silicon (MD sim)   
fluctuation-based heat capacity
 determination: 
Value is barely in excess of
 harmonic solid value - 
Proves “strong” liquid character
 of the LDL phase 

Heat capacity drop in low temperature liquid Si 



Tsien Shan Mtns, Western China 



Western Xinjiang, Eli river, and Yining 
Lake is on the northern silk route: white is snows of the Tsien
-shan: red is the site of Yining - home of Eli Normal University. 

Kazakhstan
 border 
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Suddenly a new development 

Science editors:  “Is this interesting?”  



Molecular glasses with LOW Sex 



Most recent Madison bombshell 

m fragility, 87 



A new paradigm emerging? 
(a new resolution of the Kauzmann paradox) 

Ethylbenzene, toluene… getting to be pretty simple glasses: 
So we wonder about CS2 

And now, ethyl benzene 



Ethyl 
benzene 
densities 
by vapor 
deposit at 
variable T 

Equilibm liq(extrap) 



And now, a big picture, putting this all together with networks data 



Turnbull lecture, 2006  (MRS Bulletin, May 2008) 



Is this something we’ve seen before? 

Formation of glass
 by evaporative
 destabilization of
 hydrated crystal to
 point of mechanical 
instability. 

Trehalose is very
 fragile. The
 formation temp
 was 70ºC.  Did we
 get the low T
 phase??? 

Initial
 scan 

trehalose 

Ding et al, 1996 



Glassy (?) 
trehalose from 
dehydration of 
the dihydrate 
crystal at T 
below Tg 

liquid 

Xlln of β 

Tg,cal = (Fan)  
Tτ=100s  = 117.5ºC 

   Tg 
115ºC 

Rani et al, Pharm. Res. 2006  



116ºC 

Trehalose scans after different thermal histories: initial 
dehydration at 90ºC 



Grand CHALLENGE No. 3 

Understanding the nature of the fluctuations
 associated with the heterogeneity of dynamics and
 energy, and the decoupling of different dynamic
 processes on approach to ergodicity-breaking
 transitions (liquid state Tg’s) IN FRAGILE LIQUIDS 



Lake X, Far western China 
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Glassformer “rules” 

1.  Simple molecular liquids: “glass not crystal will be
 the result of fast cooling if Tb/Tm > 2.0. 

2.  The “2/3 rule”: (general) 
  If the liquid doesn’t crystallize, it will become a brittle
 solid (glass) at 2/3 of its melting point (assuming the
 latter can be measured -  there’s the rub.) 



IDEAL GLASSFORMER 
DEFn: A substance whose melting point lies below its normal
 glass temperature (preferably below its Kauzmann temperature
 but, since this is unprovable, let’s stick with “below its Tg”). 

Thus, also “a glassforming liquid that is never metastable” 

The quest for the ideal glassformer. 
First hurdle:  the “2/3 rule” 

Tg 

Tm 

slope, 2/3 
(a) folklore 

(b) fact 
The 2/3 law is a tautology 

(exceptions are self-excluding) 

Can’t
 crystallize
 - ergo, no
 Tm 

Can’t vitrify:
 ergo, no Tg 

2/3 >2/3 

<2/3 



The shape variable 

Try the Gay-Berne model, designed for liquid crystal studies 

LJ (6-12) 
(Model of
 argon) 



Hard elllipsoid close packing 
Donev et al  PRL 2004 





Melting and glass transition in the 
Gay-Berne model 

Tg 

Work of
 Vitaliy
 Kapko,
 collaboration
 with Dmitry
 Matyushov 



Pseudo phase diagram with Tg’s 

Tg 

Missing  
crystal? 

(Actually an infinite series of rod-like molecules, each with
 different properties) 

Aspect ratio, κ 

Glass-forming range 



The ideal 
glassformer 

H2O-CrO3 near  
“failed-crystal” 
composition 

H2Cr2O7.6H2O 

Tg 

After Vuillard, Comptes Rendu, 1957 

Liquidus temperatures by
 precision DTA 



Grand CHALLENGE No. 4 

Determining whether there are liquid systems that are
 thermodynamically the true ground state for the system 



Omitted from talk but included 
in abstract.  

Glassy dynamics and polyamorphism 
in mesoscopic single molecule 

systems systems. Folding transitions 
and fibrillization in hydrophilic 

proteins. 



SUPPLEMENTARY SLIDES FOR 
POSSIBLE DISCUSSION 



Vibrational density of states for KABLJ 
structures quenched at rates diff. by 4 OM 

From Vollmayr Kob and Binder 



VDoS of inherent structures of the 3-bead 
Wahnström-Lewis model at fixed P 

high  Teff 

Isosbestic
 point 

W-L “OTP” 

 

 

Ozone (Tb
/Tm = 2.02 

SCl2  
Tb/Tm =>2.2 



Shear relaxation times for trehalose near Tg  

388.5K = 117.5ºC 



Vib. Density of States for CS2 

from INM 
from QNM 

from vcf 

300K 



Polyamorphism 
The two glasses of water  

Innsbruck group’s recent
 achievement 

HDA 
“pop-ice” 

LDA 

must have been liquids 

Excerpt from Xu et al, JCP2009 

Simulation by
 Peter Poole et al,
 Nature 1991 



Polyamorphism: not one liquid but two 

What we are used to The polyamorphic case 

Two distinct ways of arranging the particles of the system… 

  Examples:       water,   liquid silicon,  liquid phosphorus,      or 

some bistability in the molecules.  example: triphenylphosphite 

V 

T 

V 

T 
Tg Tg TLL 

∆VLL 



Packing, or configuration, coordinate 

Potential
 energy 

crystal 

Ideal glass 

Unjammed molecule 

Jammed, but
 only just
…so “ToL” 

Improbable

configuration 

E 

S 

Gaussian DOS 

there are… BILLIONS OF GLASSES,  
 of different packing energies,  jammed 

“ENERGY LANDSCAPE” 



AND, additionally,  
MORE THAN ONE “LIQUID LANDSCAPE” FOR A GIVEN
 SYSTEM        i.e., MEGABASINS, representing the energy
 landscapes for different liquid phases, can exist in some
 cases, and, in principle, many cases 
….wait and see 

Liquid 1

megabasin  Liquid 2 megabasin 

crystal 
POLYAMORPHISM 

Same composition to three
 figures for globules and matrix 

eN minima 
eN minima 

Aasland &
 McMillan, Nature
 1993, Al2O3
-Y2O3 



Outline for talk 
Three parts 
A.  IDEAL GLASSFORMERS. (systems that can’t crystallize) 
        the concept, and evaluations 
                                 pressure-tuning studies, lab studies 
B.  NORMAL GLASSFORMERS (brief) 

Standard phenomenology  
The breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein equation 
Dynamic and structural heterogeneity. 
is there a sub-Tg phase transition        

C. POLYAMORPHISM  AND A NEW PARADIGM 
Liquid-liquid phase transitions…an oddity? 
Ultrastable glasses, and the liquid-glass 1st order

 transition as Kauzmann paradox resolution. 



(Tucson talk) Ideal glassformers”: 
seeking non-polymer liquids stable 

at Tg 
Austen Angell,   
ASU, Chemistry. 
There is a common belief in glass science that, if a liquid of known melting point supercools readily, its glass
 transition temperature, Tg, can be predicted from the �2/3 rule�, viz., Tg = 2/3Tm. We start by arguing that
 this 斗aw� is a tautology. Accordingly, we look for extreme violations to the high end, seeking 妬deal�
 glassformers defined by the condition Tm<< Tg . Of course, Tm cannot be determined if Tm<< 1.5Tg so the
 search must be conducted indirectly, by extrapolation of systematic results, with no final guarantee that the
 妬deal� glassformer has been found. Our principal strategy is systematic study of melting properties of
 closely related systems of simple character, which we conduct using molecular dynamics simulations with 
菟otential tuning�. We commence with known crystals of a system, perturb their interaction potentials
 systematically, and determine the temperatures at which they 杜elt� ( or amorphize). Having found systems
 in which there appears to be no crystal with a positive heat of fusion, (hence no stable crystal phase), we then
 consider the effects of second components that mix non-ideally, on the liquidus relations. The conclusion is
 that 妬deal� glassformers can, and do, exist. 
The existence of liquids that cannot crystallize is important conceptually since the non-Arrhenius, non
-exponential, non-linear character of viscous liquids can then be disconnected from their metastability with
 respect to crystals (and supposed pre-crystalline fluctuations).  The fluctuations of importance then become
 more easily identified, and these will be discussed, in order to facilitate a current resolution of the venerable
 Kauzmann paradox. 



The case of tri-phenyl phosphite and its  
glacial phase  (Kivelson, Roessler, Tanaka) 

T 

P 

liquid 

glacial 
phase 

Limit of
 stability 
 of the high  
temperature
 phase 
(spinodal) 

normal  
critical point 

second 
critical
 point ?? 

Tg 

0 
LL line 

Tg line 

NEG 

LL LINE?? 

Consider cooling  
along this line 



Tensile limits for o-terphenyl
 determined by the inclusion method
 during cooling from high
 temperature at constant density in
 water matrix. Now, take out the
 water and do the sonic experiment
 on the pure OTP. What will you
 see? 
     And how about the blue
 protocol…tension on the glassy
 phase??? An extra tensile
 strength increment is expected 

Limiting tension 
for the molecular 

liquid ortho-
terphenyl (OTP) 

50ºC isothermal
 stretching protocol 

? 

Tensile strength
 data from Q.
 Zheng (inclusion

 studies)  


